SAFETY CAGES

Under Spreader

Complete Cage

Telescopic or Fixed Gondola Cage

One Side Gondola Cage

Modular Cage

www.lashingcages.com
Tec Container presents Lashing Cages

OWN DESIGN AND PRODUCTION

MORE THAN 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

TEC CONTAINER SA has become a reference for Shipowners, Shipyards, Ports and Terminals. Our optimal combination of leading design, quality and experience has awarded us with the recognition of our clients in more than 80 countries and within a great variety of industrial sectors.

The introduction of the Safety Cages in the terminals operative has improved the stevedores labour security, following the directions given by International Labour Organisation as well as the laws and regulations of each country. Additionally, the introduction of the safety cages in the labour security instructions in ports leads to cost reduction thanks to the decrease of time used for the stevedoring activities.

www.lashingcages.com
Lashing Cage BA-185L
Includes doors for stevedores.
Includes sliding doors with an easy access for a forklift to the twistlock bins. The containers are fixed to the floor of the cage.

Rescue Cage BA-185C
Includes doors on the short sides to facilitate access of stretchers or medical equipment.
Includes wide doors in the long sides of the cages.
The inside of the basket is empty to maximize the available space.

Transport Cage BA-185B
Includes doors for stevedores. The inside of the basket is empty to maximize the available space.

Optional Equipment
- Optional size 40’
- Electric pack with red/green light indicators for the doors situation (OPEN/CLOSE)
- Rescue pack including an electric outlet (24v), first-aid box and high-visibility torches.
- 2 certified life lines along the cage.
- Rubber bumper along the whole external perimeter of the cage.
- Safety net to prevent from falling objects inside the cage.
- Documentation and signs / plates in any language upon customer’s request.

Fixed & Telescopic Gondola Cage
- Double security system
- No need for cherry picker to link the chains to the upper spreader.
The stevedore can easily go up and locate the hooks using the internal stair increasing security and reducing times.
- No need for any modification of the existing spreaders.
- Stevedores are inside an completely protected working space increasing security.
- Stevedores are protected from falling objects.
- Robust & solid construction. Designed for rough operating conditions.
- These lashing cages optimizes the height of the crane as much as possible.
Our cages are delivered with:

- Test Load Certificate.
- Use / Maintenance Guide.
- Recommended periodical check-up list.
- Plate with a unique serial number of construction and traceability of materials.
- Quality certificate of the safety slings and hooks included in the LASHING CAGES under spreader.

- The whole production process of the LASHING CAGES is supported by the ISO 9001 Certificate, which has been issued and is annually audited by Bureau Veritas.
- The welding process of the LASHING CAGES is entirely performed by experienced welders, homologated by Bureau Veritas.
- Our lashing cages comply with the Spanish NTP 1.083 published by the Spanish National Institute for Health and Safety in the Work Place.
- TEC CONTAINER, S.A., base company of LASHING CAGES, is a member of FEM - AEM and PEMA.
- The Certification process of this type of Port equipment constantly varies according to the applicable Laws and regulations and the geographical location of Terminals that use it.